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Background

- Race has been at the core of much scholarly work in the area of
  - Humanities and social sciences
  - Also amongst applied health disciplines
    - Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, Nutrition

- In the field of oral health, race has been discussed as a
  - Resource for clinical decision-making
  - Means of assessing inequalities in a range of different outcomes
    - Periodontal diseases, tooth decay, health care use/access etc.

Cabral et al. 2005; Baker & Gibson, 2014
What is missing in these previous discussions, though, is a broader and consistent understanding of race, and how it could be interpreted in public health studies.

We view racial inequalities in oral health as essentially avoidable and unfair (i.e., health inequities), as they stem from complex matrices of domination that include economic exploitation, social stigmatization, and political marginalization.
Guiding questions

- Based on a broader and multidimensional concept of race, we ask:
  1. What is the prevailing theoretical framework amongst studies on racial inequalities in oral health?
  2. What can be learned and what is absent from the existing literature on the topic?
  3. How can we enhance research and policy on racial inequalities in oral health?

- Our focus on oral health is backed by previous claims that, while the field has recently incorporated new methodological approaches, robust theoretical formulations have yet to be extensively and rigorously used in explaining oral inequalities
What is the prevailing theoretical framework amongst studies on racial inequalities in oral health?

- Oral health researchers usually draw from narrow definitions of race
- Studies indexed in Web of Science suggest that this is the case
  - A search query including the terms “race” and “oral health,” “public health dentistry,” “oral pathology,” and “oral health promotion” retrieved 4,391 publications on September 7, 2017

- The bulk of studies come from:
  - US (2,891; 65.8%)
  - England (154; 3.5%)
  - Brazil (134; 3.1%)
  - Canada (101; 2.3%)
What is the prevailing theoretical framework amongst studies on racial inequalities in oral health?

- Search query used in *Web of Science*
  - TS=(race) AND TS=(oral health OR public health dentistry OR oral epidemiology OR dental public health OR dental health surveys OR oral surgery OR oral pathology OR periodontics OR oral diagnosis OR oral medicine OR oral surgical procedures OR oral health promotion OR dental care OR preventive dentistry OR dental health education)
What is the prevailing theoretical framework amongst studies on racial inequalities in oral health?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When “race” is replaced with…</th>
<th>Number of publications retrieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“…racial discrimination”</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“…racism”</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“…structural racism or systemic racism”</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further inspection of these studies reveals only nine oral health investigations originating in:

- Australia (n=3)
- USA (n=3)
- Canada (n=1)
- Brazil (n=1)
- Spain (n=1)

Tooth brushing, toothache, tooth loss, oral health care use/access, and provision of specific dental exams/procedures are among the outcomes included in these publications.

Phelan & Link, 2015; Krieger, 2014
What is the prevailing theoretical framework amongst studies on racial inequalities in oral health?

- These results suggest that relevant concepts, such as *racial discrimination* and *structural racism*, have been hardly used in oral health research.

- What appears to be the prevailing theoretical framework in the field, then, is a narrow approach to race, for it does not explicitly recognize the broader historical and social processes to which it also refers.
  - We provide indications of these wider processes in the slides that follow.
What can be learned and what is absent from the existing literature on the topic?

- Knowledge gained from these studies has been useful in bringing to the fore some key features of racial gaps in oral health:
  1. With rare exceptions, racial minorities show the greatest burden of oral diseases, as well as restricted access to and use of oral health services.
  2. Although there is variation, the gaps between dominant and subordinate groups are large.
  3. Racial health differentials persist over time.

Williams, 2012
What can be learned and what is absent from the existing literature on the topic?

- When there is need to explain racial inequalities in oral health, narrow conceptualizations of race usually emphasize a short list of individual-level factors
  - Socio-economic status (SES)
  - Health behaviors
  - Genetic makeup
- Broader historical and social processes do not come into question

Krieger, 2014; Kaufman, 1997
What can be learned and what is absent from the existing literature on the topic?

▪ Researchers usually examine the extent to which individual SES explains the observed racial gaps in oral health.

▪ What would be absent from the existing literature is a broader conception of race and its connection with upstream social determinants of health.

Does SES explain racial gaps in oral health?

No.
Consider health behaviors or genetic differences

Yes.
Improve SES of racial minorities

Kaufman, 1997
How can we enhance research and policy on racial inequalities in oral health?

▪ We argue that race is linked to a range of broader factors that precede and shape SES, as well as other individual-level factors.

▪ Enhancing research and policy on racial inequalities in oral health thus has much to do with broadening the scope of race as a concept.

▪ A multidimensional perspective to race should take it as “a complex ‘assortment’ of distinguishing histories and specific life situations that bear on access, opportunities, differential treatment, and self-worth, which affects many facets of a person’s ‘lived experience’ as well as societal relationships and policies.”

▪ All these factors should be considered in studies on racial inequalities in oral health.

Garcia, 2017; Phelan & Link, 2015
Policy considerations

- Due to their magnitude, persistence over time and unfair character, racial inequalities in oral health should be of primary concern for both policy makers and researchers in the field.

- Policy makers, researchers, dental professionals, and health care planners should be wary of the existing narrow conceptions of race, and their implications for initiatives at addressing racial inequalities in oral health.

- Although much of racial inequalities in oral health may be attributed to the over-representation of racial minorities in lower socio-economic strata, race also affects health via multiple interconnected non-economic pathways.

- Viewing race from a broader multidimensional perspective has the potential to move the focus away from individual-level factors to the impact of wider social and historical processes, such as interpersonal and institutional discrimination, stress, and neighborhood effects.
Primary Health Care (PHC) expansion was associated with reductions in mortality for both racial groups, but black/pardo Brazilians experienced a 2-fold greater reduction in mortality than white Brazilians.

The targeted rollout of PHC in Brazil to poorer and smaller municipalities and the greater unmet needs of black/pardo Brazilians at the start of the rollout are likely to explain these findings.
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